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ince the theme is spatial demography, I focus my thoughts on the status of spatial data 
analysis, spatial core support, and spatial training in higher education in the U.S. I do so 

through the lens of the population centers supported by the NICHD Population Research 
Infrastructure Program (R24), Institutional Training Grants (e.g., T32), and similar awards both 
from NIH institutes and centers, NSF directorates and divisions, and private foundations.  
 
The Present: 
Spatial demography remains underdeveloped and under-supported in most population centers 
and training programs. While it’s difficult to estimate with precision, it is fair to say that only a 
select few of the 30+ university-based population research and training centers provide core 
support and training in GI science and spatial data analysis. Several centers appear to have 
access to individuals or other campus units providing basic GIS support and limited spatial 
consulting, but most of the centers provide little or no direct support or training in spatial 
demography. [Resources used in this assessment include the 2011 directory of the Association of 
Population Centers (APC): http://www.popcenters.org/Final%20APC%20Book%202010.pdf and 
the partial guide to spatial demography research posted on the CSISS website: 
http://www.csiss.org/GISPopSci/research/links.php]  

This strikes me as paradoxical. The past decade has seen many significant calls for more 
attention to matters of space and place in demographic research. Among these:  
¥  2001: NICHD Demographic & Behavioral Sciences Branch (DBSB) holds Long-Range Planning 

Workshop. Working groups include specific focus on Spatial Demography. Summary of 
meeting highlights the need for enhanced core demographic training in spatial statistics. 
[See: http://www.nichd.nih.gov/about/meetings/2001/DBS_planning/outlines.cfm#training] 

¥  2005: Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences publishes special issue on spatial 
demography. Several leading U.S. demographers highlight convincing examples of how 
important issues of scientific investigation involve the comingling of geography & 
demography [See: http://www.pnas.org/content/102/43/15299.full]  

¥  2007: PAA Presidential Address calls on demographers to recover the early disciplinary 
importance placed on spatial context in demographic research agendas. [See: 
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/demography/v044/44.4entwisle.pdf]  

¥  2007: Demography journal Population Research and Policy Review publishes double issue on 
theme of spatial demography. [See http://www.springerlink.com/content/v4571185g72643w7/] 
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¥ 2008: Five year training program in Advanced Spatial Analysis for Population Scientists 

commences under joint leadership of CSISS (UC Santa Barbara) and Population Research 
Institute (Penn State University) [http://www.csiss.org/GISPopSci/] 

¥  2008: NSF Geography and Spatial Sciences (GSS) 5-year strategic plan includes commitments 
to stimulate & strengthen interdisciplinary research in spatial sciences and allied fields 
[http://www.nsf.gov/sbe/bcs/grs/GSS_StrategicPlan_2008.pdf]  

¥  Throughout the decade: Inclusion of spatial demography sessions in professional gatherings 
of the PAA and IUSSP. [See, for example, partial listings provided at: 
http://www.csiss.org/GISPopSci/research/links.php]  

¥  Throughout the decade: Many NICHD-supported population centers are located on 
campuses that are dues-paying members of the University Consortium for Geographic 
Information Science (UCGIS). It is not unrealistic to guess that of 20 randomly selected 
research affiliates of population centers (even those at UCGIS member campuses), 19 will 
have never heard of the organization. [See http://www.ucgis.org/Default.asp]  

 
My own population center at UNC was the first population center to establish a spatial core 
support unit, and this unit is absolutely vital to each of the signature research themes at the CPC. 
The Geographic Information Analysis (GIA) core of the Population Research Institute (PRI) at 
Penn State University is arguably the strongest of such support cores. This unit benefits not only 
from institutional support but also from extraordinarily strong leadership and continued national 
visibility. Beyond this, there isn’t much to boast about. There are, of course, individuals and 
specialized units supporting spatial analysis in university settings that often provide somewhat 
hidden support for the formally recognized population research and training centers. These 
often are absent from our centers’ organization charts. To illustrate the point, I note that the 
Center for Demography and Ecology (CDE) at Wisconsin-Madison turns to a spatial unit in a 
different campus location and, indeed, different college for GIA support: the Wisconsin Applied 
Population Laboratory (APL). This is a campus unit I know very well. It was established sometime 
around 1962–1963 (the exact founding is vague), working mainly to support state-level 
population estimates and forecasts in Wisconsin—such activities inherently spatial. In the 1980s 
the APL became involved in early spatial mapping efforts (at the time, still using SYMAP a line-
printer-based, character-overstrike, mapping software package developed at the Harvard 
Laboratory for Computer Graphics and Spatial Analysis in the early 1960s). Following the 1990 
Census, the APL, under contract to a state agency, developed an ARC/INFO-based redistricting 
application used by the legislative caucuses, the governor’s office, and eventually the courts to 
carry out post-census statutory redistricting obligations in Wisconsin. That early success has 
continued through the 2010 redistricting ritual. While the computing technology underlying the 
activity has changed, the primary end product remains the same: maps that stand up to political 
and citizen scrutiny and the imprimatur of the courts. The APL provides support to research 
associates at the Wisconsin Center for Demography but is not organizationally part of the CDE.  

I have long argued that the science of demography, for most of its history, could be 
appropriately called “spatial” demography. However, about 60 years ago, large, representative 
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social surveys came to dominate much of demographic analytic interest, and demographers 
momentarily forgot about space. “Place,” “context,” “neighbor,” “distance,” “accessibility” 
somehow become irrelevant. It took a few decades, but demographers eventually rediscovered 
the importance of demographic context. As wonderfully reviewed in Barbara Entwisle’s PAA 
Presidential Address (cited above), geographic measures began to re-emerge as important 
adjuncts to traditional survey variables. Today, with appropriate confidentiality protections, 
nearly all large-scale scientific surveys used by demographers gather geographic location of 
respondents as a natural part of the survey activity. Moreover, following the primary data 
collection, respondent attributes and location generally are augmented by constructed 
geographic accessibility variables or complete “layers” of data generated elsewhere—e.g., 
remotely sensed satellite imagery, soil and hydrographic maps, digital elevation (slope degree 
and direction), transportation networks and air/water pollution levels. This renewed sense of 
spatial awareness has catapulted the field of demographic science to a new level—or perhaps 
one should say, “multi-level.” Today, spatial information is as important as individual/household 
attributes and anthropomorphic/genetic biomarkers. Yet, at most (even the strongest) 
population research and training centers in the US these activities often remain outside the 
formal institutional structure.  
 
The Future: 
Most major population centers will include in their core research support structures and training 
programs a well staffed spatial analysis unit with individuals broadly trained and experienced. 
The skill range of these specialists will go well beyond traditional GIS mapping support to 
include a diverse array of GI tools, analytic approaches, disciplinary perspectives, and consulting 
support. These units will vary in focus from center to center, but the demographic research they 
routinely support will surely include the following:  
¥  Spatial-temporal modeling. Space-time modeling and identifying space-time interactions will, 

of necessity, become routine. These analytic dimensions are inextricably linked. Support 
activities will include advanced visualization and exploratory analyses using specialized 
software packages—largely open source—and will be deeply rooted in formal space-time 
theories, modeling and data.  

¥  Bayesian mapping and inference. These will become important because of the increasingly 
higher dimensionality of demographic research questions and data. Approaches will push 
beyond their current confinement to mostly spatial epidemiologic settings and applications. 

¥  Simulation and computational models. Simulations (e.g., agent-based modeling), network 
modeling, and other choice-based or outcome-based analyses will become a routine part of 
spatial demography support activities. 

¥   Augmentation of social survey and administrative records datasets with other geospatial 
layers. This is an established trend, and will surely increase in importance with several new and 
innovative areas emerging.  

¥  A support network will emerge from within the population center community to promote 
cooperation in spatial analytic developments, share resources, and exchange expertise. This 
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network will be similar to the long-standing APLIC network of population communication, 
information, and resource professionals. [See http://www.aplici.org/about-aplic/]  


